
FYI - Dana Olson, of Jeffersonville, IN  - danaolson@insightbb.com is a local expert & I believe Michel Boutet 
boutios@videotron.ca has checked the translation,,,,Jim Leslie

First - From Mull1562@comcast.net :
Hi Jim,
   Does MES have any information on this item?                              
Larry
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "land_lubber" <deveau@chebucto.ns.ca>
To: "neara members" <neara_members@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 11:54:21 AM
Subject: [neara_members] Brandenburg Stone   -   I was recently in Charlestown, Indiana, to
view an artifact on display at the public library there, called the Brandenburg Stone. They have a
binder of information on display with the stone and I photographed the contents of the binder
while I was there. Subsequently, I assembled the images into a PDF and was going to post it
here, but the file space is full, and Yahoo only allows a maximum file size of 5.12 MB per file,
so I split the material into three separate PDF files and posted it here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NSExplore-2/files/AmericanStones/

Anyone who is interested is free to have a look the the three PDF's.

If you get an "access restriction" message, then just go to the link below and click "Join" in the
upper right corner of the page, then go back to the previous link.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NSExplore-2

Terry

***********

Second - From: landskoetter@insightbb.com :

Jim,
Can anyone in MES  verify the ancient Welch/Coelbren  translation of the Brandenburg Stone?

The stone is currently on display in the Charlestown, IN  Library, but will be moved back to
Meade County, KY  into their new library in September.
It would be nice to have valid data to present with the stone, in preparation for it's display.

Sue Koetter
President
Clark's Grant Historical Society

From Frank Joseph
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How do I obtain a jpg of the Brandenburg Stone. I've got a piece about it in an upcoming
collection of Ancient American articles. Any assistance you may be able to lend me in that
direction will be much appreciated.
Frank Joseph


